(0Way Hlood Ketector
8nglish
The 8L0O;Bz is a (0Way flood detector for use with
the i–onnect (0Way security systemx

8L0O;Bz
Hlood Sensor Mounting Location

Technical Specifications

The flood sensor should be placed in a position where
water will accumulate rapidly in the event of floodingx

Hrequency9 GBGM½zI O))M½z
Power9 )xBVK– ½ ?? Lithium 5attery
Ko not rechargeI disassemble or heat above zPP°–x
–urrent –onsumption9 (Um? Mtransmission•I OPµ?
Mstandby•
RH° °mmunity9?ccording to 8N UPz)P0OOPVSm
Operating Temperature9P0BP°–

The wireless flood detector is a fully supervised
?fter selecting the mounting location9
detector used to detect the presence of water0based • ?ttach the flood sensor in horizontal position near
liquids at any desired locationI such as basements
the floor with the ( pins facing downwards MHigure
or water tanksx
)• using the enclosed screws or double0sided
sticker
The detector is comprised from ( parts9Wireless
transmitter and flood sensor which are connected by •
Secure the flood sensor cable to the wallx MNote9°t
(xOm cablex
is recommended to place the flood sensor cable
inside metal or plastic pipes•
Main Heatures
• Hlood ?larm Report9°n the event of a flooding
eventI the detector sends an alarm event (P
seconds after detectionx Restore event will be
sent (P seconds after the problem is fixedx
• Hlood Sensor Protection9When the sensor
recognizes a problem with the flood sensor
Mshort or cut•I it sends a TROU5L8 alarm event
B seconds after detectionx ? restore message is
sent B seconds after the problem is solvedx
• Tamper Protection95ack and cover tamper
protection] Tamper is sent immediatelyx

Registration
The 8L0O;Bz must identify itself to the i–onnect (0
Way receiver as follows9
zx Set the system to registration modex
ax Vo to the main menu and select [[]'[z]'[z]
MProgramming 'Kevices 'Zones•
bx Select a zone and press :√:x
(x Open the transmitter housingx
)x Remove the divider separating the battery
from the contacts on the battery holderx The
transmitter will send a transmissionx °f the
transmission is successfully received by the
system it will play a confirmation soundx °f no
confirmation sound is heard send another
transmission by pressing and releasing the
tamper switch of the devicex
Note9 Kue to the occurrence of voltage
delay in lithium batteries that have been in
storageI the batteries may initially appear
to be deadx °n this caseI leave the unit in
Test mode for a few minutes until the
battery voltage level is stabilized

Ox ?s soon as :Save3: appears press :√:x
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Wall Mounting
?fter the transmitter has been registered mount the
transmitter as follows9
Note9 5efore permanently mounting the unitI
test the transmitter from the exact mounting
positionx °f necessaryI improve the position of
the transmitterx Note9 The alarm is generated
by pressing the tamper switch
zx Open the transmitter housingx
(x Remove the P–5 by pressing the P–5 release
tabx
Note9 When handling the P–5I do not apply
pressure on the antenna
)x Mount the back cover using two screws
and replace the P–5x Use °SO ;PUP
MST)xU x ((• or similar countersunk
screws so that the screw head will not
touch the P–5 – see Higure (x
Note9 The upper screw is also used
for back tamperx When the transmitter
is removed from the wallI the screw
causes the tamper release to break
away from the back cover and the rear
tamper switch is releasedx
Ox /nockout the wiring hole in the back coverx
Ux Thread the wires through the wiring holex
Bx –onnect the terminal blockx
;x Test the transmitterI making certain that the L8K is
lit during transmissionx
Gx –lose the front cover of the transmitterx
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